1. A team consisting of health, police, revenue is made and totally 12 teams and given vehicles. Each team shall screen 100 people so that it comes to 1200.

2. Priority is for women children and family and some have some issues at native and wanted to go back immediately. Others will be considered in the coming days.

3. A Google sheet has been made and entry has to be made into that application operation subhyatra by each team which is monitored by sub collector. After that police will check the ID card, revenue will fill the physical form, health will do screening and issue physical clearances at the camp itself.

4. The system will accept only 1140(numbers fixed by railways after complying social distancing) registration and remaining will be stopped and those list will be approved by sub collector and again given back to each team as confirmation.

5. RTO will arrange KSRTC buses and each bus will have maximum seating of 30 maintaining social distancing, and will be kept ready near the camps.

6. Revenue will arrange food kits and each kits consists of biscuit packet, bread packet, chapati with pickle banana water bottles etc., and kept ready at railway stations and everyone before entering the platforms will be handed over.

7. Revenue will issue tickets inside train on payments basis which we have decided to do it at camp itself from today onwards.

8. We have used all our home guards and officers from CAPF- BSF to visit all camps and make them convince that in the coming days govt will arrange transportation for them and till then they will be taken care here. Also a bandobust scheme is made to cover all the camps and cordon off the railway stations etc.,